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Exploding Kittens. If you’ve never 
heard those two words put together 
before, you may not be super familiar 
with the way some startups are 
launching products and businesses 
without giving up company equity: 
donation-based crowdfunding. 



Crowdfunding in its most traditional sense is 

the process of funding a project or venture by 

raising small amounts of money from a large 

number of people online via a popular platform 

like Kickstarter or Indiegogo. Those who donate 

(called backers) receive a reward based on their 

donation level that typically is the product they 

helped launch with their funds. 

The game Exploding Kittens ran one of the most 

successful Kickstarter campaigns in history a few 

months ago and now holds two Kickstarter records: 

most backers ever for a Kickstarter campaign 

at 219,382 people and most funded game ever 

after generating an impressive $8.8-million dollars. 

I’ll admit it…I purchased a copy of the game. 

(Confession: It’s surprisingly fun!)

I’ve crowdfunded eagerly and often on Kickstarter 

and Indiegogo in recent years, putting my cash 

toward innovative coffee mugs, new restaurants, and 

most recently, an All American Jacket from United By 

Blue lined with bison fur. Don’t worry; no bison were 

harmed in the making of the coat. 

While all campaign creators aspire to viral success 

like that of Exploding Kittens, few achieve it. That’s 

not to say most companies aren’t successful in their 

crowdfunding attempts, but there are a range of 

outcomes that can happen when funding this way. 

Shane Cox—Founder and CEO of PeeQ—who 

recently used Indiegogo to successfully fund a 

throwable wireless microphone called QBall, says 

crowdfunding results come in three levels, “1. Failure- 

you missed your goal, 2. Typical Success- hit your 

goal, 3. Hyper successful- what everyone hopes for.”

Despite all the crowdfunding success stories 

you may hear, the fail rate is high. According to 

Social Times, only 10% of Indiegogo campaigns 

reach their goal. Thankfully, Indiegogo offers a 

Flexible Funding option where creators can still 



receive the donated funds even if the campaign 

fails, but if you take this option you’ll still have to 

deliver backer rewards without all the cash you’d 

hoped to receive. Flexible Funding also requires 

giving Indiegogo 9% of your earnings instead of 

4%. As far as what you raise funds for, Indiegogo 

is far less strict than Kickstarter. You can use the 

platform to fund a charity, person, performance, 

or a product, and you don’t need a fully functional 

prototype ready before creating a campaign.

Kickstarter—admittedly the better-known 

crowdfunding platform—is stricter with what they 

allow: no charities and working prototypes are 

required. This helps assure that campaigns launched 

actually result in a finished project backers can enjoy.

The success rate of Kickstarter campaigns is 

markedly better, and as of this writing they’ve funded 

37% of all created campaigns for a total of 94,082 

successful projects. A downside for some campaign 

creators is Kickstarter’s all-or-nothing model, which 

means you get $0 if your campaign fails to receive 

100% funding before the campaign ends. 

If you’re thinking of crowdfunding you’re next 

project, we don’t want you to be a failure. I spoke 

with local crowdfunding experts and built a big list of 

how to succeed (or fail massively) at crowdfunding. 

Follow the do’s and avoid the don’ts, and you’ll be on 

you’re way to fully funded freedom in no time.

How to Crowdfund Successfully
1. Build a list of 10,000 emails before launching. 

“We won’t even launch a campaign now if the owner 

doesn’t have about 10,000 emails,” says Jason Klug 

of KLUGONYX, a company that helps inventors 

launch products, typically through crowdfunding. The 

reason behind this is an algorithm behind these sites 

that works more in your favor to get highlighted and 

noticed if you gain the majority of your funding in the 

first few days. Having a large email list assists you in 

achieving this, and often separates campaigns that 

get funded fast from ones that fail. 

2. Prototype Early. Have a fully functional 

prototype when you begin funding. You don’t want 

to have to prove the design when your campaign is 

up. At the very least, get 3D renderings of your idea 

created to give people a reason to follow your project 

and sign up for emails about it. KLUGONYX offers 

local assistance for this process, and you can also 

have prototypes made at Salt Lake City coworking 

hub, Holodeck’s onsite prototyping shop.
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First.
Fast.
Flexible.

ConsultNet provides top-notch IT and engineering talent for businesses of 
all sizes. Our success lies in our ability to deliver the right resource fast. In 
addition to contract staffing, direct placement, and payroll services, we also 
offer custom software development teams. Whether you are looking for a 
single contractor with a specific skillset, your next new hire, or a virtual team 
to develop a mobile app, a responsive website, or a custom application, 
ConsultNet can help. www.consultnet.com



3. Create a good video that focuses on the product. 
“Make sure the video focuses on the product and 

not your story so much,” says Klug of Klugonyx. 

People care about your product, so focus on it. Aaron 

Johnson, creator of the popular crowdfunded pop-up 

photo studio Shotbox, agrees, “So much rides on a 

good video. I thought ours was too long at 2 minutes 

45 seconds, but I couldn›t whittle it down any more 

at the time. But it had good feedback and obviously 

worked well. The key is to be genuine and authentic 

with your messaging. The viewers respond to that.”

4. Offer great backer rewards. Backer awards 

should be discounted from your planned retail price 

and worth the money you’re donating, says Johnson 

of Shotbox, “A $1.99 app for their $50 pledge? It 

doesn’t work that way. At the heart of crowdfunding 

is the “gift” from a backer trying to help a product get 

some life, but the crowd is NOT that altruistic to not 

want something in return.” 

5. Meet your timeline, or update often to 
let backers know of delays. “Make sure you’re 

projecting accurate timelines,” Klug says. Or if issues 

arise, simply post frequent, honest updates to let 

buyers know why it is delayed and when they can 

expect to receive it. This prevents backers from 

lashing out against your company online.

6. Know your cost. Factor in shipping, crowdfunding 

costs, and other details before pricing your product. 

Don’t forget that it costs money to crowdfund. You 

have to pay for video, product development, PR. If you 

don’t factor all the costs, you may not have enough 

funds to build and ship to your backers.

7. Plan for PR. Generate a PR buzz before your 

campaign launches by sending emails to your list and 

media beforehand. It’s unlikely that large publications 

will feature you until you’ve been somewhat 

successful, so start by getting bloggers and smaller 

sites to write about you. Klug of Klugonyx says, “This 

gets you established on the Internet so when the 

big guys go to Google you they’ll say ‘Oh, these guys 

have pages and pages written about them. I’m going 

to write about them because it’s interesting.’” 

8. Market your campaign cautiously. Spending 

money on marketing your crowdfunding campaign 

can be a great move for building momentum and 

press, but spending those dollars in the right place 

is a whole other issue, “Right off the bat you’ll get 

trolls knocking on your door wanting you to spend 

marketing dollars with them. It’s hard to know who 

is legit. I bit on a handful. The most expensive one, 

about $650, did absolutely nothing. While I had 

really, really good results for a service that cost $50,” 

Johnson of Shotbox says. 
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3. Create a product that doesn’t work, or that 
no one wants. When a campaign receives little 

to no funding, it’s typically because they created 

a product people aren’t interested in, or it’s very 

overpriced. To avoid this problem, take your idea 

to local crowdfunding groups, coworking spaces, 

or friends and figure out if it’s even a viable idea 

before funneling cash into launching a campaign. 

4. Forget to factor in extra costs. “There’s a 

significant number of campaigns that actually can’t 

ever fulfill,” says Kyle Muir of Klugonyx. This is due 

to campaigns underestimating the cost to build the 

product, or forgetting to charge enough shipping. 

Muir cited an ultra successful campaign by Coolest 

Cooler that generated $13.3-million dollars from 

nearly 63,000 backers that has yet to ship a single 

cooler because they underpriced the shipping of a 

large box. Plus, their uber-success means they’re 

shipping tens of thousands of coolers. Building 

that many cooler takes much longer than originally 

expected, meaning this impressive success can kill 

or slow a campaign if you can’t fulfill the orders. 

Mad backers are bad backers.

5. Launch after or during the season of use for 
your product. 

“The reason we failed is because we launched it 

at the end of summer. We made the Tubular Tube 

and it turns out no one wants to tube at the end of 

summer,” says Klug of Klugonyx. Despite the fail, they 

plan to redo the campaign and relaunch it next year 

and launch earlier in May when people will be using 

an item like this.

Jenny is the Senior Editor of Business Connect, a 
native Utahn, and an outdoor recreation enthusiast. 
When she’s not behind a laptop screen obsessing 
over proper comma usage, you’ll likely find her 
bagging peaks, running trails, or snowboarding in 
Utah’s Wasatch Mountains. Follow her adventures 
on Twitter @jennywillden and Instagram @jlwillden. 

How to Fail at Crowdfunding
1. Have a small email list, or none at all. If you 

can’t generate an email list to send info about your 

crowdfunding launch before it’s up, it’s unlikely you’ll 

be able to build the momentum and buzz to get the 

funds you need. 

2. Write terrible copy. No one is going to trust a 

campaign rife with spelling and grammar errors, or 

one that is terribly boring. Have a friend who writes 

well check your work at the very least, or hire a 

copywriter if you can swing it. 


